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its not just financial sites that are vulnerable. hackers have already been exploiting many of the small businesses and online services that have static passwords, like large businesses with their employees personal e-mail addresses. this is often a problem for businesses with several locations, because each location has an individual password and the
cracker can target each of those with brute force attacks. it is also a problem for many small businesses and online operations which do not use any form of security or encryption for passwords. so now that weve discussed the issue of passwords in general and the impact on computer security, lets talk about the role of the massive gpu computing

power. gpus are a type of processors designed to deliver high performance. its also worth noting that every time you crack a passcode, the world gets a little bit better. by implementing the gpu option, you are getting to the root of a centuries-old problem of cracking passwords quickly. the gpu cracking algorithms have completely changed the game,
and the advantage that gpu cracking has over traditional cracking algorithms is that they are like true parallel processors, meaning that they can split up the data as it passes through, and crack simultaneously, making the job faster and more efficient. this is where gpu power comes in. because the cracking process itself is so power intensive, many

gpu algorithms can cost in the hundreds of dollars. however, there are free gpu cracking algorithms out there that do the job just as well, and often much better than the dedicated cracking algorithms. the big advantage of gpu cracking is the speed. this is when you are going to see how the cracking algorithms really make a difference. you may be able
to implement gpu cracking for the lifetime of your passwords, but your it team is getting up there in years and the cracking algorithms arent designed to take that kind of wear and tear. the only way around this is to kill your passwords early and by implementing gpu cracking technology to start your passwords with a daunting seven or eight characters,

instead of the typical eight or nine, you are making it harder for the cracker to get to the bad passwords. so what does this mean for you? its time to start with shorter passwords and if you really cant do that then take the time to make sure your passwords are encrypted before transmission.
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adobe answered each one of these security-related findings by installing patches in a timely manner and by releasing a cumulative updates release within two weeks of the date each vulnerability is reported. also, adobe announced an initiative called "defending against exploit kits, malicious apps, & web applications" that will ensure an end-user's
computer remains the most secure digital experience. by keeping up-to-date with adobe patches, you give your clients a very safe digital experience and help protect their sensitive information. while a lot of the software on a pc might be controlled by adobe, adobe acrobat does not fall into that category. adobe maintains a variety of components that

are not inside the suite, but do interact with it. in the past, adobe had been doing a really bad job at maintaining packages that are installed with their software. the packages were extremely old, outdated and full of security problems. there was no way to update the files, and they were not very user friendly. those days are long gone. now all the
packages are updated frequently, and the installer really does not require manual interaction at all. in fact, if you are using a modern operating system like windows 10, all you need to do is enter the url for the package in the browser, and it will automatically download the latest version. even if you use an older operating system like windows 7 or

windows 8.1, you can use the adobe website to view security updates for all of their software. adobe has begun work on a new adobe acrobat program. and despite everything they have added since adobe reader was first released in 1997, including the large improvements in color and graphics in the acrobat x, the new version is a major step
backwards. adobe has decided that it wants to become a "one application solution." they have abandoned their reason for existence, and now have no other motivation. the new acrobat is a browser, not a standalone app. 5ec8ef588b
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